Harvard's endowment was valued at $26.0 billion as of June 30—29.5 percent less than the record $36.9 billion at the end of the prior fiscal year. That result reflects a negative 27.3 percent investment return on endowment assets after expenses and fees; plus capital gifts received; minus the distribution of about $1.7 billion from the endowment to support University operations; and, after distributions and gifts, a 28.8 percent decline in the value of its endowment, from $22.9 billion in 2008 to $16.3 billion as of June 30. Princeton reported a negative 23.7 percent investment return. But in a surprising show of fiscal prowess, Princeton was able to operate without taking any endowment distribution during the year—funding operations instead through the proceeds of a debt offering last winter, and thus avoiding distressed sales of endowment assets during the most adverse securities markets. The endowment declined from $16.3 billion to $12.6 billion during the year.

But the result was bruising enough. The "policy portfolio," HMC's asset-diversification model, returned negative 25.2 percent as measured by the investment benchmarks for each asset class—2.1 percent better than HMC's actual performance. And the median large investment fund in the Trust Universe Comparison Service returned negative 18.2 percent: a very large loss, but a significant margin of outperformance relative to Harvard, in a year when conventional stock and bond portfolios proved much more rewarding than the complex assets that have given HMC decades of returns higher than other institutional investors'.

HMC's results this year appear in a new format (see www.hmc.harvard.edu/investment_performance/2009_performance.php), and are not exactly comparable to detailed results reported in prior annual letters. There are fewer, more aggregated categories than in years past or than exist in the policy portfolio (which details assets by domestic and foreign equities, emerging markets, private equities, absolute return or hedge funds, commodities, real estate, and four fixed-income classes, plus cash). The results (see chart, page 52) show modestly lesser losses, compared to market benchmarks, in two broad classes: public equities (in the past, about one-third of endowment assets) and "real assets"—a broad category (in the past totaling about one-quarter of investments)—including commodities; timber and agricultural land; and real estate, where commercial assets are likely still deteriorating in value. Fixed-income assets (in the past, about 13 percent of the total portfolio) trailed market returns slightly.

In private equities, HMC's results were sharply lower than market returns; the same was true for assets managed using absolute-return (hedge-fund) strategies.

Nonetheless, Mendillo evinced continuing confidence in some of these classes. She noted that private-equity investments have "earned an average of 15.5 percent per year for the Harvard portfolio for the last 10 years even after a 32 percent correction in fiscal year 2009" and that the natural-resources portfolio (within real assets) "has returned 13.0 percent per year for the last 10 years."

Negative factors relative to the market included both investment decisions and new concerns about liquidity. Among the former, Mendillo cited exposure within the internally managed domestic fixed-income portfolio "to some of the less-tradable structured credit securities that were most impacted as the market imploded." That strategy has changed, and the senior investment manager responsible for such assets decided to leave HMC.

As for liquidity concerns, she described "recent over-sized commitments to illiquid asset classes," a problem for an endowment now valued at $26 billion rather than one worth 40-plus percent more and guided by expectations reflecting the rapid growth earlier in the decade. As reported (see "Finding a New Footing," September-October, page 44), at the end of fiscal year 2008, HMC had future commitments to outside investment managers
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The endowment last approximated its current value four years ago, when it totaled $25.9 billion as of June 30, 2005.
totaling some $11 billion—which would worsen the “over-sized” proportion of the endowment so invested when those cash calls were made. Moreover, those managers typically impose holding periods on investments they make, creating a second problem that Mendillo described as “a larger proportion of strategies with long holding periods” among even the liquid asset classes. Finally, she cited a “lack of ready liquidity in the portfolio to meet our obligations along with the needs of the University,” as private-equity, hedge-fund, and other asset managers slowed or stopped their distributions back to HMC, and as the University faced its own credit problems last fall—necessitating sales of assets at a time when HMC might have preferred not to do so.

In response, Mendillo noted that HMC had “decreased our uncalled capital commitments by roughly $3 billion”—through sales of some investments; negotiations with fund managers to reduce the size of new investments; and some calls for funds made and fulfilled during the past fiscal year.

Moreover, HMC has removed leverage from its investment strategy. The policy portfolio for years called for a negative 5 percent cash position (using borrowed funds to boost returns). That allocation was reduced to negative 3 percent at the end of fiscal year 2008, and is now modeled as positive 2 percent: a 5-percentage-point swing in one year. (To accommodate the cash cushion, the policy portfolio reduced absolute-return investments by two percentage points and commodities assets by three points.)

In general, Mendillo noted, “We have made changes to…the portfolio to increase the flexibility and control we have in managing our funds while maintaining attractive return expectations.” In the investment world made new during the past year, it is clear from her report, “the risk tolerance of the University needs to be an integral factor in the decisions regarding asset allocation, flexibility, and accessibility of the investment strategies we choose,” implying a greater coordination of HMC and University financial plans and operations.

A greater cash cushion will be a comforting hedge if investment markets remain volatile or turn negative again. But if markets improve, the cash could drag down performance. In light of that factor—and

Hired in 2003 to build the capacity of Harvard’s African languages program (last spring it offered 21 of them, more than any other university in the world), John Mugane, professor of the practice of African languages and cultures, soon noticed a category of students who picked up one tongue after another without much difficulty, traipsing glibly among language families, from Nilotic to Bantu to Khoisan. After keeping a close eye on these polyglot students for several years, Mugane is writing a set of annotated language-learning textbooks based on their habits. (Igbo, spoken in Nigeria, is the first test case.) The skills, which he will summarize in a separate book, Learning How to Learn Languages, include repetition, note-taking (particularly writing down new phrases one hears in conversation), listening for idiomatic turns of phrase, and focusing on utility rather than flawless grammar. A capacity for independent learning is particularly handy with African languages: because many have no formal written grammars or textbooks; because it can be hard to find fluent speakers in the Boston area to hire as teachers; and because unrelated languages so commonly exist in close proximity on the continent. But Mugane—who grew up speaking Gikuyu, Swahili, and English in Kenya, and declines to say how many languages he speaks now—believes all language instructors have a responsibility to guide students toward the skills that will make it easy to learn any language. And he believes that textbooks—even his—should serve more as references than as road maps for teaching. By nature, “textbooks are linear,” he says; language learning is not.
Following what she called an “unusually challenging year” dominated by financial reversals, President Drew Faust delivered an “opening-of-year” address in Sanders Theatre on September 24, in lieu of the e-mail messages sent in prior years. It seemed “a good moment to talk in person,” she told the audience.

Economic conditions aside, the formal speech perhaps also symbolized an evolution in her leadership. In a conversation earlier that week, Faust said that the first two years of her presidency were deliberately characterized by consensus-building, dispersed authority, and listening. Now, atop that foundation for eliciting ideas and setting directions for the University—and in light of more straitened circumstances—she felt it necessary to display a “more assertive leadership,” defining and articulating those directions. Accordingly, her speech set out to describe those constraints, to recall universities’ distinctive mission, and to exhort members of the Harvard community to collaborate in all ways, so that “even as we find ways to adjust, we will also find ways to advance.” (The text and audio and video recordings are accessible at http://harvardmag.com/2009-state-of-harvard.)

Before focusing on “our changed financial situation” and the “difficult challenges” that still face the University, Faust recalled the “resilience” and “creativity” of prior Harvard generations in sustaining and building the institution, and asked that the community “meet this moment with equal devotion.” She underscored the need for the University’s scholarship and teaching in a world beset by global

People within the University have the obligation “not just to serve but to doubt,” particularly when “our work here has never mattered more.”
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